
GENDER REPRESENTATIONS



Gender disparities in early TV
1950’s to 1970’s: only 20 to 35% of characters were female in 
TV shows (Gunter, 1995) (Elasmar et al., 1999)

Mid-1980’s: more leading roles for women but twice as many 
men in US

Vary according to programme types

Mid-1970s’: equal proportion in situation comedies (Miles, 
1975) but traditional and sexist humour

Action-adventure shows: only 15% women in leading role











Women and men on TV
Marriage, parenthood, domesticity: important values (Gunter, 1995)

Women’s movements largely ignored by TV - main female role 
shown is married woman (Mc Neil, 1975)

women’s interactions often concerned with romance or family 
problems (74%) vs men’s interactions (18%)

female characters unlikely to work or work not seen 
Men were dominant characters and decision-makers

Working women do not get on well with men or do not have 
happy relationships



Women and men on TV
Men: assertive, aggressive, adventurous, active, victorious

Women: passive, weak, ineffectual, victimised, supportive, 
laughable, ‘token females’, incompetent, inferior, have trivial 
interest
Gaye Tuchman (1978): The Symbolic Annihilation of Women by 
Mass Media

Even in women’s traditional domain, men solve emotional and practical 
problems

Bahr & Dyer (eds): Boxed In: Women and Television (1987): 
mixture of sexist legacy and changing times in mid-1980’s - 
more women in leading roles and addition of ‘female’ topics



Tokenism or improvement?

Dyer (1987): increase in women in central roles in police and 
crime series but “contradictions in the portrayal of power and 
gender, for ironically, ‘strong’ women policewomen, lawyers, 
etc. are invariably shown enforcing the patriarchal laws which 
oppress them”

Gauntlett (2004): unfair criticism. Introduction of rape or sexual 
abuse storylines: opportunity to build drama around feminist 
critique of police attitudes and female characters to clash with old 
guard



Early movies 
Focus on male heroes (Trip to the Moon, Great Train Robbery, 
Ben Hur, Hitchcock movies...)

Women more likely to be frightened, in need of protection and 
direction, offering love and support to male characters

Some Like it Hot (1959) hinted at play with gender performance

Star Wars (1977): Leia shoots stormtroopers but prized 
princess to be rescued by boys

Alien (1979): Ripley is a superior female interplanetary survivor







Gender in movies
Superman (1978): Lois Lane is successful reporter but 
superman saves world
Annie Hall (1977): intelligent women capturing eye of famously 
witty but neurotic and un-macho leading man
Terminator (1984), Aliens (1986) - courageous women
Crocodile Dundee (1986), Indiana Jones (1981-1989), Die 
Hard (1988): reliable heroic male
James Bond movies (1960s -  2000s): tough, self-reliant male 
though slight changes in women’s role (M, Moneypenny, Jones, 
Yeoh, Richards)







Feminist critique

Marjorie Rosen (1973): ‘the Cinema Woman is a Popcorn 
Venus, a delectable but insubstantial hybrid of cultural 
distortions’ - image of sex objects vary in style but constant

backlashes against working women in 1940s/50s
against female emancipation in 1960s/70s

E. Ann Kaplan (1983): ‘In Hollywood films, then, women are 
ultimately refused a voice, a discourse, and their desire is 
subjected to male desire. They live out silently frustrated lives, or, 
if they resist their placing, sacrifice their lives for their daring.”



Feminist critique

Maio (1991): ‘Women are not only given less screen time, when 
we’re up there on the screen, we are likely to be portrayed as 
powerless and ineffectual... Where are the triumphant women 
heroes to match the winner roles men play constantly?’

Faludi (1991) argues that films such as Fatal Attraction (1987) 
and Baby Boom (1987) are part of backlash against women’s 
liberation and women’s careers. Even Aliens is criticised for 
display of maternal love.





Gender in magazines
Advice to women about bringing happiness to family not own 
potential
Friedan (1963): image of happy housewife heroine, blissful 
domesticity - only goal woman is allowed to pursue is man - world 
crammed with food, clothing, cosmetics, furniture, household 
devices with no place for life of mind and spirit

In 1940s: warning that careers and higher ed for women led to 
masculinization of men and harm to home and children and 
ability to obtain sexual gratification
In 1950s: promotion of housewife as occupation even when 
writing about working women



Gender in magazines

1950s magazines assumed women would work until birth of first 
child and finding men to marry and have children was primary 
goal

1960s and 1970s: seeds of change despite some conservatism - 
assertion of strong sexual identity (Cosmopolitan) (Winship, 
1987)

1980s: pluralist contradiction (challenging articles are 
‘balanced’ by reassuring ones






